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THE WITCH OF BLACKBIRD POND
Elizabeth George Speare (1908-1994)
Grade Level: 6-7
ISBN: 978-0-440-49596-3
Recommended hours: 4  

INTRODUCTION

The Witch of Blackbird Pond, by Elizabeth George Speare, was published in 1958. Set in 
New England in 1687, this is a story of complicated people, some surprisingly weak, some 
surprisingly heroic, still others blind in their willingness to follow. Elizabeth George Speare 
deftly interweaves historical details, nuanced character development, and questions of 
religious liberty in an engaging story that is ideal for middle-school discussions.

This guide includes the following: 

• A brief introduction to some geographic and historical background

• A glossary of important terms 

• Discussion questions for each chapter

• A list of broader questions suitable for closing discussions and writing assignments

The Buttolph-Williams House in Wethersfield, CT



We recommend reading assignments of approximately two chapters per assignment, usually 
about twenty to thirty pages long.

The discussion questions are intended for the teacher’s use only. These questions should not 
be given to the students, nor should they be used as the basis for comprehension quizzes or 
tests. Rather, the questions are intended to help the teacher lead lively, penetrating discussions.

Teachers may want to consult the list of broader questions at the close of the guide before 
commencing discussions with the students. The relevance of those questions may arise in 
discussion earlier than anticipated. They are suitable both for broader discussions and writing 
assignments.

THE WORLD OF KIT TYLER, SOME HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Most of the action of the story occurs in the tiny town of Wethersfield, Connecticut, during 
the reign of King James II of England. Wethersfield is a nonfictional town founded in 1633-
1634 and located on the Connecticut River, the longest river in New England. The area 
of New England surrounding the Connecticut River, including the town of Saybrook, was 
originally settled by various Native American Indian tribes, including the Pequots, Mohegans 
and Pocomtucs. The English and Dutch later colonized this area, and the English Puritans 
founded the town of Wethersfield. 

Students may enjoy seeing pictures of these New England towns in order to orient their 
imaginations for the story. It will also be helpful for students to study maps of New England 
and of the Caribbean Islands before beginning the novel. The primary protagonist, Kit, was 
born and raised on  Barbados, a British colony founded by King James I in 1627. Located 
in the East Caribbean, Barbados is a lush, tropical island, a stark contrast to the austere 
landscape of New England. It will be helpful for students to visualize this difference in 
geographic location, as it is central to the development of Kit’s character and her experience 
of Wethersfield. 

Differences in religious sentiments and beliefs is another historical element important to 
this story. Most of the characters in the novel are English Puritans. They attend Meeting on 
Sundays; and Reverend Bulkeley, who proves pivotal to the political discussions central to the 
plot, is a Puritan minister. As teachers already know, Puritans came to the American colonies 
in order to escape what they viewed as religious corruption within the Church of England. 
Kit Tyler, on the other hand, has been raised Catholic, and her friend Hannah Tupper is a 
lifelong Quaker. Historically disliked by the Puritans, Catholics are referred to pejoratively 
as Papists and Popish, hinting at a religious discrimination common in seventeenth-century 
America. King James II, whose rule the Puritan colonists were escaping, was himself 
Catholic. Similarly, when Quakers arrived in the American colonies, they were viewed with 
suspicion and, in some cases, were strongly persecuted by the Puritans. Eventually, William 
Penn founded the state of Pennsylvania as a Quaker-friendly state. Students will benefit from 
understanding this history of religious persecution in order to fully grasp what happens to 
Hannah and Thomas Tupper in this story.
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Also important for historical context is the relationship between England and her American 
colonies. At this point in history, New England was still part of England under the rule 
of King James II and subject to the authority of his appointed governors. In 1662, King 
Charles II granted Connecticut a royal charter, which allowed the colony a greater degree of 
freedom than the proprietary and crown colonies of England, such as Barbados and Virginia. 
The Connecticut Charter officially recognized the legitimacy of land transactions that up 
until this point had been only unofficially negotiated with the Native American Indian 
tribes in Connecticut. This meant that the Connecticut charter essentially granted legitimacy 
to American property claims. This context is pivotal for understanding the motivation of 
several of the key characters in this story, particularly that of Kit’s uncle, Matthew Wood. As 
the story unfolds, multiple conversations take place between Matthew and other characters 
regarding the importance of the charter and its implications for colonial freedom.

The climax of the story centers around the New England witch trials of the seventeenth 
century. Between 1692 and 1693, approximately 200 individuals were accused of practicing 
witchcraft in Salem, Massachusetts, and neighboring towns. The now infamous Salem witch 
trials claimed the lives of at least twenty-five men and women; similar trials were recorded 
in Connecticut and other parts of Massachusetts. The mass hysteria of this time period is 
echoed in the final scenes of the book, especially at Kit’s trial. Although it is not necessary 
to go into great detail, it will be important for students to have some brief background on the 
witch trials to understand what happens in this story.

Finally, the students need to know in advance that in Puritan culture, married women and 
men are often referred to with the prefixes Goodwife and Goodman, respectively.

GLOSSARY1

This novel contains some vocabulary that may be new for many students. Several of these 
terms are related to seafaring. Pictures where applicable are helpful. Students should be 
encouraged to look up any words that they do not recognize.

Bedlam (88)
A place, scene or state of uproar and confusion

Brigantine (1)
A two-masted sailing ship that is square-rigged except for a fore-and-aft mainsail

Broadcloth (68)
A type of worsted fabric with a smooth surface used to make clothing 

Burnished (32)
Made shiny by rubbing

©2019 Cana Academy®

1 All definitions adapted from Merriam-Webster online dictionary.
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Capstan (3)
Machine for moving or raising heavy weights; consists of a vertical drum which can be 
rotated and around which cable is turned; capstan bars are inserted into holes of the capstan 
to facilitate turning

Eke out (16)
To make up for deficiencies; to make last

Brigantine

Forecastle (1)
The forward part of the upper deck of a ship

Frippery (51)
An elegant or showy garment 

Hawser (5)
A large rope for towing, mooring, or securing 
a ship

Hornbook (114)
A child’s primer consisting of parchment or 
paper protected by a sheet of transparent horn

Lye (48)
A strong alkaline liquid rich in potassium 
carbonate leached from wood ashes and used 
to make soap A late 17th-c. British mantua 
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Modish (51)
Fashionable, stylish

Obstreperous (87)
Marked by unruly or aggressive noisiness, stubbornly resistant to control

Pinnacle (2)
Also called a pinnace, a light sailing ship

Popish (51)
Adjective referring to something Roman Catholic; often disparaging

Prow (5)
The bow of a ship; the pointed, projecting front part

Punctilious (17)
Marked by precise accordance with the details of codes or conventions

Raiment (88)
Clothing, garments

Rigging (1)
Lines and chains used aboard a ship especially for working the sail and supporting masts and 
spars

Skein (49)
A loosely coiled length of yarn or thread wound on a reel 

Staidness (55)
Settled sedateness and often prim self-restraint

Tack (129)
To change the direction of a sailing ship by turning the bow and shifting the sails 

Topsail (3)
The sail directly above the lowermost sail on a square-rigged ship

A skein of thread
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Whitecap (5)
A wave crest breaking into white foam

Whited sepulcher (63)
A person inwardly corrupt but outwardly or professedly virtuous; a hypocrite

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Chapter 1

1. Where is Kit coming from and where is she moving to when we first meet her? Why is 
she moving?

2. How old is Kit?

3. Why is Kit embarrassed when she first arrives onshore with Mrs. Eaton? Why is it that 
“embarrassment was a new sensation” for her? (6)

4. Why does Kit react so quickly when the little girl loses her doll overboard? Why is her 
rash act met with anger and suspicion by the crowd onboard?

5. With whom will Kit be living in New England?

6. What does Kit’s comment about Puritans and Roundheads mean? What is John Holbrook’s 
first, unspoken response to this comment? Why does he respond this way?

7. What is John Holbrook’s purpose in moving to Wethersfield? What is the name of the man 
under whom he will be studying?

8. Nat tells Kit something disturbing about what Goodwife Cruff thinks of her. What does he 
tell her? What is a water trial?

Chapter 2

1. What is the relationship between Prudence and her mother as we see it described at the 
beginning of this chapter?

2. What do we learn about John Holbrook’s upbringing? How does it compare to Kit’s? What 
happened to Kit’s parents? Who raised her?

3. Why is Kit embarrassed when speaking about money? 

4. What is the story of her Aunt Rachel? How did she end up in New England?

5. How does Nat react to Kit’s criticism of the ship’s cleanliness? Why does he react this 
way?
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6. Why is John Holbrook surprised when he discovers Kit can read? What kinds of books 
does John read? What kinds of books does Kit read? What does Kit understand when she 
realizes that she “could not tell [John] about the books she had loved any more than she 
could make him see the palm trees swaying under a brilliant blue sky” (25)?

7. Why did Kit not tell her aunt and uncle that she was coming to stay with them? Why did 
she not tell Captain Eaton that her aunt and uncle were unaware of her coming?

Chapter 3

1. Why do the man and his cow stop to stare at Kit on the way to Wethersfield?

2. When Aunt Rachel opens the door, why does her face go white, and why does she address 
Kit by the wrong name?

3. What do you think Nat and Kit want to say to each other before he returns to the ship? 
Why is the unspoken question “weighted with regret” (31)? What are his parting words to 
her? Why does he say this?

4. What is Matthew Wood’s reaction to the number of Kit’s trunks? Why does he react this 
way? How does he respond to the news that she will be staying with him and Aunt Rachel?

5. What do we learn about Kit’s past? What did she have to do right before she left Barbados?

Chapter 4

1. With what tone does Judith talk about Kit at the beginning of Chapter 4? Why does she 
use this tone? What is Mercy’s response to her?

2. Why does Mercy hesitate to accept the shawl Kit offers? How does her response contrast 
with that of Judith when she receives the gift of the dress? How do both of these reactions 
compare to Aunt Rachel’s response?

3. How does Matthew respond when he finds the girls and his wife dressing up in Kit’s 
things? Why does he respond this way? Why does he let Mercy keep the shawl? What is 
Matthew’s “one weakness” (44)?

4. In addition to her grandfather’s death and the subsequent sale of his property, what other 
reason caused Kit to leave Barbados?

5. What does Kit overhear at the end of Chapter 4, and why does it make her cry?
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Chapter 5

1. Describe the town of Wethersfield. Include the Meeting House and its immediate 
surroundings.

2. Describe the Meeting the family attends on Sunday. 

3. Why are those gathered for Meeting so astonished by Kit? How does Kit respond?

4. Why does John Holbrook look away from Kit during Meeting?

5. How do the women of the town react to Kit?

6. Describe the way Reverend Gershom Bulkeley approaches John Holbrook. Describe John. 
Does he seem different than when he and Kit were on the Dolphin together? How so?

7. How does William Ashby react to Kit, and how does his reaction differ from that of the 
rest of Wethersfield’s residents?

Chapter 6

1. Matthew Wood and Reverend Bulkeley argue over dinner at the Woods’ house. What is the 
subject of their disagreement? Describe the position that each takes. 

2. What does Bulkeley imply about Matthew when he references loyal subjects of the king? 
How does Matthew respond to this implication?

3. How does Mercy diffuse the tension in the room? Why is this an effective tack to take?

4. Which Bible verse does the Reverend pick for John to read aloud? Why does he pick this 
particular verse?

5. What is Reverend Bulkeley’s comment in his closing prayer regarding Mercy’s affliction? 
What does Kit think of it?

6. Of what does Matthew accuse Bulkeley after he and John have left for the night? Why is 
he so angry at Bulkeley?

7. What does Kit realize about William and Judith’s relationship by the close of Chapter 6?  
How does Judith respond to the discovery that William is interested in courting Kit? What 
does Judith reveal about her feelings for John Holbrook?

8. What is William Ashby’s reputation in town? 
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Chapter 7

1. To what position has William recently been appointed?

2. How does William’s behavior change when he is with Kit? What might account for this 
change?

3. What argument erupts between Matthew and William? What is the Charter of which they 
are speaking? 

4. What are William’s views of the King and the governor? Compare William’s views to 
those of John and Matthew. 

5. What is at the core of Matthew’s speech (71)? What worries and angers him? 

6. What does Mercy mean when she tells Kit that William’s “mind is made up” (72)? How 
does Kit react to this news? Why? How does Judith react to this news? Why?

7. Why does Kit’s breath sometimes tighten when she looks at William? Why does she feel 
herself rebelling against this feeling? What does she think William is assuming about her?

Chapter 8

1. How does Kit’s new plain calico dress ease her relationship with Judith?

2. What do we learn about Matthew’s land? Why does he not have enough people to help 
tend his land?

3. Why does Judith speak about the Widow Tupper with such resentment? Who is Hannah 
Tupper? What do people say about her?

4. What does Kit find attractive about marrying William?

5. Kit believes Reverend Bulkeley would not have recommended her to work at the school if 
John had told him about his conversation with Kit on the Dolphin. Why does she think this?

6. What does Mercy tell Kit about her family’s past? How might this explain Matthew’s 
reaction to Kit coming to stay with them? How has the loss of the Wood boys deeply affected 
the family?

Chapter 9

1. Why would Mercy worry about rewarding the schoolchildren for good behavior?

2. What is unusual about Hannah Tupper’s way of speaking? Why does she speak this way?

3. Describe Hannah’s home. Is it what Kit expected? In what ways is it different or surprising?
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4. Why does Kit think that Hannah is trying to preach to her? What does Kit think Hannah 
is saying?

5. What can we make of Hannah Tupper thus far? Is she a witch?

Chapter 10

1. How is Hannah different from the rest of Wethersfield’s residents? Why does the town 
hate her? 

2. What are the sacraments to which Rachel refers? 

3. Why is John still regularly visiting the Wood family? Do you think he is courting Judith?

4. Describe John. What can we conclude about him thus far? Kit is surprised that Judith is 
falling in love with him. Why is she surprised? Does her surprise seem reasonable?

5. What is Mr. Kimberley’s assessment of children? Is it an assessment foreign to our 
sensibilities? 

6. How does Kit feel when she is in Hannah Tupper’s house? Does she feel this way anywhere 
else in Wethersfield?

7. What do we learn about Hannah and the townspeople bringing her flax? 

8. Why does Hannah pay taxes?

9. Who is Hannah’s seafaring friend? How does he treat Hannah?

10. What do you make of the encounter between Kit and Nat? What is behind the door that 
Kit describes as always seeming to “slam shut” (110)?

Chapter 11

1. Why will Prudence’s mother not send her to school? 

2. Kit says that “people are afraid of things they don’t understand” (118). Do you think this 
is an accurate understanding of why Wethersfield residents fear Hannah Tupper? How does 
it apply in this instance?

3. What does Kit mean when she says all else will be second to John’s work (121)?

4. What does Kit realize when she notices Mercy staring at John while he reads aloud to the 
family? Why is Kit elated at this discovery?
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Chapter 12

1. Why does Kit feel so alive when she’s helping Nat thatch Hannah’s roof? What about this 
moment reminds her of Barbados?

2. Nat tells Kit she reminds him of a tropical bird he saw in Jamaica. What does he mean? 
Do you think he is right?

3. Kit acts surprised when she finds out that Nat reads. Is it unexpected? Explain. What kinds 
of books does he read? How does this compare to what others in  Wethersfield read and to 
what Kit herself reads?

4. What is Nat’s definition of loyalty? To whom or what is he loyal? 

5. What happened to Hannah and her husband Thomas before they moved to Wethersfield?

6. How does Nat look at William when he first meets him? Why does he look at him this 
way?

Chapter 13

1. What will Kit say to William if and when he proposes? What are her reasons?

2. What does John admit to Kit about his feelings for Mercy?

3. Why does John not speak up when Judith misinterprets his intentions? 

4. Kit says that “it was something much stronger than pride that upheld [Mercy]” (143). What 
is it? Explain.

5. What is Williams’ response when Kit tells him that she is not ready to marry him? Is his 
response reasonable or expected? What is the “new possessiveness” he displays towards Kit?

Chapter 14

1. What is Matthew thinking about (147)? What feeling does this moment elicit in Kit? Why?

2. Why does Kit get so excited when she sees the Dolphin return to Wethersfield? Why does 
she feel homesick looking at the ship? Why is she suddenly nervous and unable to speak? 

3. What tone does Nat adopt towards Kit when he disembarks? What explains the sudden 
shift in tone from the last time they saw each other?
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Chapter 15

1. What has happened to William’s view of the king and the governor? What explains this 
change in his opinion? Is this surprising? Explain.

2. What issue regarding land grants are the men in Matthew Wood’s house discussing? What 
is the reference to the “Injuns” (155)?

3. What does the reference to Rhode Island mean? Does Matthew favor an armed revolution? 

4. What is Kit’s reaction when she first sees Governor Andros? Upon what is her opinion of 
him initially based?

5. What is the significance of the Charter having disappeared? Does this help Matthew’s 
cause? Why or why not?

6. Why is Kit proud of her uncle at the end of this chapter?

Chapter 16

1. What is Lecture Day? What does Kit expect to see? Why was William singled out for the 
prank committed?

2. Why does Kit get tearful when she sees Nat in the stocks?

3. Why has Kit not told Hannah about William?

4. What does Kit fear will happen to Prudence if her parents find out she is meeting with Kit 
and Hannah in private?

Chapter 17

1. Why does Reverend Bulkeley come to help Mercy? Is it surprising that he comes?

2. Of what do the people of Wethersfield accuse Kit? How does Matthew respond to this 
charge? Is his reaction unexpected?

3. Of what is Hannah being accused? What do you think the people of Wethersfield are 
planning to do to her?

4. What does Nat have to do in order to get Hannah to board the Dolphin? Where is he taking 
her? Why does Kit go back to Wethersfield instead of boarding the Dolphin?
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Chapter 18

1. In his own words, what made Matthew change his mind about Kit?

2. What is the “secret and lovely thing” that Kit fears is now lost forever (196)?

3. What does Goodwife Cruff think Hannah has done? Why does Goodwife Cruff hate Kit 
so much?

4. What could happen to Kit, according to the constable? What has happened to others who 
were accused of witchcraft?

5. Kit calls herself wicked. Explain.

Chapter 19

1. What are the charges leveled at Kit during the trial? Are these charges true?

2. Why do all those who accuse Kit lie about her? Does Kit know these people? Have their 
names been mentioned in the book before? 

3. Why does Kit refuse to admit to having taught Prudence how to read and write?

4. Can Goodman Cruff read?

5. What happens between Nat and Kit at the trial? What is the invisible line he throws to her?

6. Why does Goodman Cruff turn against his wife? 

Chapter 20 

1. What is going on with William (228-229)? What reason does he give for having stayed 
away during the trial? What was his real reason for staying away?

2. Kit describes what she misses about Barbados. What else does she actually miss about the 
island? What does she long for? Explain with evidence from the book.

Chapter 21

1. What realization did John come to when he was a prisoner?

2. What realization does Kit come to in the spring? Why does she decide to wait to leave for 
Barbados?
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BROADER DISCUSSION QUESTIONS SUITABLE FOR WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

1. In what way(s) are Judith and Kit similar? Why, then, does neither one get along well with 
the other?

2. There is a fair amount of religious tension in the town of Wethersfield. Using specific 
examples, describe how the people of Wethersfield (including Kit) view Catholics, Puritans, 
and Quakers. How do these religious groups treat each other? What are the direct consequences 
of religious faith on the way certain characters are forced to live within Wethersfield?

3. What is Matthew Wood’s main contention regarding the fight between the landowners 
and Loyalists? What does Matthew want the King of England to do? Does Matthew think a 
revolution is necessary in order to get what he wants? From where does Matthew think rights 
come? Within this story, does Matthew get what he wants?

4. Nat says that “man’s first loyalty is to the soil he stands on” (130). How does this definition 
of loyalty compare or contrast with those definitions held by Matthew Wood, William Ashby, 
John Holbrook, and Reverend Bulkeley? If Nat’s definition of loyalty is accurate, what 
consequences does it have for the American colonies’ relationship with England? By this 
definition, are the colonies obliged to “cut the hawser” with England if they are not being 
served well by its King? What would this mean?

5. At the end of the book, Kit realizes that “Nat is New England too,” that in Nat, there is 
“the same rock” as in Uncle Matthew and John Holbrook (245). What does she mean by this? 
What qualities does Nat display that are similar to those of Matthew and John? What makes 
these qualities specific to New Englanders? Why do you think Kit does not include William 
Ashby among the “New England men”? 

6. After she first takes Prudence to see Hannah Tupper, Kit tells the young girl that people 
are sometimes afraid of that which they do not understand. Other than Hannah Tupper, are 
any other characters in the book also feared because they are not understood? Who are they? 
Give examples. 

7. At the end of the book, Kit essentially risks her own life in order to protect the well-being 
of Prudence. Is this act in keeping with her character? Point to specific examples to make 
your case. 

8. How has John Holbrook’s character changed by the end of the novel? Point to specific 
examples of what has changed. What has caused these changes?
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